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LGPS Scheme
specifics



Local Government Pension Scheme (LGPS) is one of the largest pension schemes in the UK.  It is a defined benefit
(DB) pension scheme which means the pension is based on your salary and how long you pay into the Scheme.

The LGPS is administered locally by 86 local funds in England & Wales

Scheme
Overview

Paying in | Shropshire County Pension Fund www.shropshirecountypensionfund.co.uk
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Scheme
Contribution rates and accruals

Important part of
your benefit

package

You pay
contributions and

your employer
pays too

Scheme’s
benefits and

terms are set out
in regulations

passed through
parliament.

Member contribution rate 2023/24
Pensionable salary Contribution rate

£25,901 - £42,100 6.5%

£42,101 - £53,300 6.8%

£53,301 - £74,700 8.5%

£74,701 - £105,900 9.9%

£105,901 - £124,800 10.5%

£124,801 - £187,200 11.4%

£187,201 or more 12.5%

Pre-2008
Accrual

2008-2014
accrual

Post
2014

Benefits Linked to Final
Salary Pay

Linked to Final
Salary Pay

Linked to Career
Average Pay

Accrual rates 1/80th 1/60th 1/49th

Normal
retirement age 65* 65 State Pension Age

Pension

1/80 x Final
Pensionable salary
x years service up

to 2008

1/60 x Final
Pensionable

salary x years
service from
2008 to 2014

1/49 x
Pensionable

salary each year
(increases with
CPI inflation to

retirement)

Tax free cash

3/80 x Final
Pensionable salary
x years service up

to 2008

Need to give up
pension

(12:1 rate)

Need to give up
pension

(12:1 rate)

• Plus cost of AVC and APC
• Tax relief on contributions at your marginal rate of tax

*  for certain members part of the pension is available unreduced from 60 or CRA under the
protected ‘Rule of 85’
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Annual Benefit Statement
Pension accrual

£59,063

£30,187

£10,000

£310

£2,142.86

£12,452.86

£59,063

£42,640

(£105,000 x 15/80) + (£105,000 x 6/60)

(£105,000 x 15/80 x 3

(£105,000 x 1/49)£2,142.86

NB: Annual Benefit Statements run from 1st April to 31st March.  However, the Annual
Allowance test runs in line with the tax year (6th April to 5th April).

31/03/2023

01/04/2022

31/03/2023

01/04/2022 to 31/03/2023

Additional Pension
Contributions (APC)

• Lump sum or over a number of
years

• Tax relief available on pension
contributions up to 100% of
your taxable earnings

• Need to reclaim tax relief
• Maximum pension to purchase

in 2023/24 is £7,579

Annual Benefit Statement 2023
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Budget
update



Overview of pension tax regime
Regime between 6 April 2006 and 5 April 2023

Annual
Allowance

(AA)
The maximum permitted
value of pension savings
built up each year before
an additional tax charge

applies.

Lifetime
Allowance

(LTA)
The maximum permitted
value of lifetime pension

benefits at retirement
before an additional tax

charge applies..

Tax Free
Cash

Tax free cash lump sum
restricted to 25% of the

capitalised value of
pension benefits,

subject to a maximum
of 25% of the LTA*

*certain protections are available
that convey a right to a higher

tax free lump sum
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Overview of pensions tax
Who is likely to be impacted by existing limits up to 6 April 2023?

8

Promotion
and/or pay rises

Permanent or
Temporary

Pay above
certain levels can
lead to increased

tax charges
(45% rate)

High Level of
pensionable

service

When we have
low inflation

When inflation
increases

considerably
compared to
the previous

year

Those with pensionable
salaries > £125,000 in the
Career average section

Higher earners (Basic
salary > £226,000) who are

subject to a reduced AA

Final salary
section

members with
longer service

receiving
material
pay rises

Longer service members, for example
c.40 years service and final salary of

£85,000

Individuals who have sought to maximise
pension savings with additional savings

i.e. added years or AVC etc



Overview of pension tax regime
Regime 6 April 2023

Annual
Allowance

(AA)
The maximum permitted
value of pension savings
built up each year before
an additional tax charge

applies.

Lifetime
Allowance

(LTA)
The maximum permitted
value of lifetime pension

benefits at retirement
before an additional tax

charge applies..

9

The LTA tax
charge will no
longer apply

to benefits taken
after 6 April 2023

Tax Free
Cash

Tax free cash lump sum
restricted to 25% of the

capitalised value of
pension benefits,

subject to a maximum
of 25% of the LTA*

*certain protections are available
that convey a right to a higher

tax free lump sum

subject to a maximum
of £268,275*

*certain protections are available
that convey a right to a higher

tax free lump sum



Overview of pensions tax
What other changes might affect you?

CARE Scheme revaluation date changed from 1 April to 6 April

IMPACT: Pension Savings for
Annual Allowance purposes

will have reduced by
potentially up to 50%

10

When inflation
increases

considerably
compared to
the previous

year

LGPS Scheme revaluation date changes



Overview of pensions tax
Who is likely to be impacted now?

Promotion
and/or pay rises

Permanent or
Temporary

Pay above
certain levels can
lead to increased

tax charges
(45% rate)

High Level of
pensionable

service

When we have
low inflation

Those with pensionable
salaries > £184,000 in the
Career average section

Higher earners (Basic
salary > £226,000) who are

subject to a reduced AA

Final salary
section

members with
longer service

receiving above
inflation

pay rises

Lifetime
Allowance
(cap on tax
free cash)

Certain individuals may still be affected by some
tax free cash related changes:

Those with one of the existing LTA protections

Individuals who have already accrued pension
savings close to the LTA, may find their future

pension savings cannot provide for additional tax
free cash at retirement

11

Final salary
section

members with
longer service

receiving above
inflation

pay rises



Political uncertainty
Could the rules change?

Copyright © Mercer Limited 2023

General election due in 2024
or by Jan 2025 at the latest.

Labour are the “bookies
favourite” to win.

The Labour party had pledged
to reverse changes.

Any changes introduced are
unlikely to be retrospective.
In the past, protections have
always been made available

for affected individuals.
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Annual
Allowance



Annual Allowance
Regime from 6 April 2023

Annual Allowance
rises from
£40,000 to £60,000

The Annual Allowance covers all
pension savings into defined
benefit pensions like the LGPS,
as well as any money
purchase/defined contributions
savings, like AVCs.  The value is
measured over the tax year and
is known as your Pension Input
Amount.

Minimum Tapered Annual
Allowance rises from
£4,000 to £10,000

The Tapered Annual Allowance
applies to “high earners” if you
have Threshold Income (broadly
total UK taxable income) of more
than £200,000 p.a. and Adjusted
Income (broadly Threshold Income
plus value of pension savings) of
more than £260,000 p.a.

Money Purchase Annual
Allowance rises from
£4,000 to £10,000

The Money Purchase Annual
Allowance limit on tax relief
applies to money purchase
contributions for individuals who
have already flexibly accessed
their money purchase benefits

Higher level of annual pension savings possible before additional tax charge applies
14
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Annual Allowance
Changes over time

15

Since 2016 an earnings related
Tapered Annual Allowance

has been in place



Annual Allowance
Tapered Annual Allowance

From 6 April 2023 onwards
For individuals with:

• Threshold Income of more than £200,000
• Adjusted Income of more than £260,000
Annual Allowance reduced by £1 for every

£2 of Adjusted Income in excess of £260,000

Subject to a minimum of £10,000 for individuals

with Adjusted Income of more than £360,000

Tax years
2016/17 to

2019/20

Tax years
2020/21 to

2022/23

Tax years
2023/24
onwards

Standard Annual Allowance £40,000 £40,000 £60,000

Minimum tapered Annual
Allowance £10,000 £4,000 £10,000

“Threshold Income limit” £110,000 £200,000 £200,000

“Adjusted Income limit” £150,000 £240,000 £260,000

Adjusted Income “upper
bound” where minimum
Annual Allowance applies

£210,000 or
more

£312,000 or
more

£360,000 or
more

Far less individuals impacted by Tapper Annual Allowance post 2023/24

16



Annual Allowance
Pension input amount - calculation

Pension
benefits

Start of year

Pension
benefits

End of year

+ CPI

x 16 for pension
+ change in

accrued cash

Defined Benefit Additional Voluntary Contributions
(Money Purchase)

Throughout year
+
CPI

adjustment to opening value

* Later changed to 2.5%
for AA purposes

2008/09 1.80%
2009/10 5.20%
2010/11 1.10%
2011/12 3.10%
2012/13 5.20%
2013/14 2.20%
2014/15 2.70%
2015/16 1.20%*
2016/17 0.00%
2017/18 1.00%
2018/19 3.00%
2019/20 2.40%
2020/21 1.70%
2021/22 0.50%
2022/23 3.10%
2023/24 10.10%
2024/25 ??

+ CPI @ 10.1%

17



Pension Saving Statements
What Pension saving statement letter did you get?

“although you have breached the annual allowance in 2022/23 you
have not incurred a tax charge as you have enough carry-forward
from the previous three tax years.”

“You will need to ensure you take the actions set
out in this letter to work out and pay the correct tax
charge”

18



Annual Allowance Case Study
Pension Saving Statement – no tax charge

19



Annual Allowance
Pension Input Amount calculation

Pension benefits
at start of year:

pension:
£34,747 pa
lump sum:
£48,418

6 April 2022 5 April 2023

Pension benefits
at end of year:

pension:
£42,640 pa
lump sum:
£59,063

Plus pension: £1,077pa
Plus lump sum: £1,501

Start of year
Pension: £35,824 pa
Lump sum: £49,919

End of year Pension Input Amount (PIA):

Pension:     (42,640 – 35,824) x 16 = £   109,060
Lump sum: (59,063 – 49,919) x 1 = £       9,144

£118,204

CPI 3.1%

NB: figures are rounded for ease of illustration
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Annual Allowance
Pension Saving Statement – no tax charge

21



Annual Allowance
Pension Saving Statement (no tax charge) – carry forward of unused allowances

Carry forward

£40,000

£0
2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23

£30K £25K

£70k

£95k

£120k

£25k
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Annual Allowance
HMRC calculator to work out unused allowances to carry forward to future years

23

https://www.tax.service.gov.uk/pension-annual-allowance-calculator/



My Pension Online
Registration

My Pension Online - Steps for a new sign
ups (shropshirecountypensionfund.co.uk)

Register - My Pension Online
(shropshirecountypensionfund.co.uk)

24



My Pension Online
Dashboard

25



My Pension Online
Annual Allowance – pension savings

26



Annual Allowance Case Study
Pension Saving Statement – tax charge

27

£105,000



Annual Allowance
Pension Saving Statement – tax charge
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Annual Allowance
Pension Saving Statement (tax charge) – carry forward of unused allowances

£40,000

£0
2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23

£60k

£30K £20K

£90k

£60k

2018/19

£20K

£58,204
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https://www.tax.service.gov.uk/pension-annual-allowance-calculator/

Annual Allowance
HMRC calculator to work out tax liability

30



Annual Allowance
Calculating your tax charge

*The Personal Allowance is £12,570 for tax year 2022/23 and will be reduced by £1 for £2 of income in excess of £100,000 until extinguished completely

Step 3:
Add together the reduced net
income (from step 1) and the
amount of excess pension savings
(from step 2)

Step 1:
Establish taxable income after
allowable deductions and your
Personal Allowance* (if applicable)

Step 4:
The value of excess pension savings will then be taxed as follows for tax year 2022/23:
Taxable income plus excess value pension savings are: Less than £37,700 - Excess value pension savings taxed at 20%

Between £37,701 and £150,000    - Excess value pension savings taxed at 40%
More than £150,000 - Excess value pension savings taxed at 45%

If tax bands are straddled , different rates of tax could apply to the excess value pension savings.

Step 2:
Identify value of pension savings
that will be subject to an Annual
Allowance tax charge

31

If in doubt, seek financial advice



Annual Allowance
Calculating the tax liability

Step 1 - Calculate taxable income £

Basic Salary (less 10.5% LGPS pension
membership cost) 93,975

Deduct personal allowance (12,570)

Taxable income 81,405

Calculate annual allowance tax charge £

Step 2 - Pension savings (£118,204) less carry forward of unused
allowances in last three tax years (£20,000) less Standard
Annual Allowance (£40,000)

£58,204

Step 3 - Taxable income (£81,405) plus excess above the Annual
Allowance (£58,204) to determine what tax rate applies.

Step 4 - As £139,609 is less than £150,000, so all the excess is
taxed at 40%

Annual Allowance tax charge : £58,204 x 40% £23,281

32

Figures are rounded for ease of illustration If in doubt, seek financial advice

Pay has increased from £86,000 to
£105,000 but this has resulted in an

Annual Allowance tax charge of

£23,281!



Annual Allowance
Tax charge payment options

Scheme Pays
Reduced annual pension
(age related factor)

Pay the tax yourself
You need to find a lump sum to pay the tax bill
out of your post-tax income, savings or debt

vs

£1,700 p.a. (e.g. 50yr old) £23,281
Instead of pension increasing from £34,747 p.a. to £42,640 p.a. if after using scheme pays it would increase to £40,940 p.a. instead!

• Payment to HMRC is paid from gross pension benefits that have not yet been taxed (but would
otherwise have been subject to income tax when in payment) – so more tax efficient

• Cash flow efficient as Annual Allowance tax charge is paid from your Scheme benefits (that are
reduced accordingly)

• The “value” provided by the Scheme Pays debit factors may be viewed differently depending on
your outlook, including life expectancy (NB: they are regularly reviewed)

• Using Scheme Pays reduces your ultimate pension benefits, and therefore would have previously
helped to reduce any eventual Lifetime Allowance charges, not relevant now

• You could pay the tax charge yourself, but as this may
well be out of income that has already been taxed –
this is generally tax inefficient

• You may be targeting a specific income level in
retirement, and do not wish to erode the expected
pension benefits.

• Cash flow problems – you may not have the money
readily available.

K
ey

co
ns

id
er

at
io

ns
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Figures are rounded for ease of illustration If in doubt, seek financial advice



Annual Allowance
Voluntary and Mandatory Scheme Pays

The reporting requirements and due dates for the
payment of the Annual Allowance tax charge are

different for each Scheme pays option.

Scheme pays option Tax liability
£

Value in excess of the Tapered
Annual Allowance/ standard Annual

Allowance £

Voluntary Scheme pays

Mandatory Scheme pays
(requirement for all pension schemes to offer this

option – hence why it is mandatory)

34

If in doubt, seek financial advice



Annual Allowance
Scheme Pays timeline (2022/23)

6 Oct 2023

31 Jan 2024
Member notifies HMRC on
self assessment tax return
of excess value above
Annual Allowance and
confirms they want to use
Scheme pays. Member will
also need to request a
Mandatory Scheme pays
election form

Date when tax payable
from scheme
becomes due

HMRC matches up
scheme tax payments
with elections by
members for Scheme
Pays on tax returnsLatest date for

members to return
Mandatory Scheme
pays election form
to SCPF

31 July 2024

31 Dec 2024 28 Feb 2025 onwards

SCPF informs members  who
have exceeded the standard
£40,000 Annual Allowance

18 Dec 2023
Latest date for members to return Scheme pays election form if you want SCPF to guarantee
payment of your tax charge by the 31 Jan 2024 deadline
SCPF will not guarantee that the tax will be paid before 31 Jan 2024 if forms are received after
that date and the member will be liable for any late payment charges and interest that they incur.

Notify HMRC on self assessment tax return of excess value
above Annual Allowance and confirms use of Scheme pays.

This is the date when tax payable from Scheme becomes due

HMRC matches up scheme paying the tax payments on
behalf of members immediately

31 Jan 2024

You must request your
Pension savings if you
think you might be impacted!
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Annual Allowance
Scheme pays form

£58,204

40%

£23,281

2022/23
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Annual Allowance return
HMRC registration process to do a tax

Step 3:Step 1: Step 2:

37

We need to ask some
questions to prove your
identity
You will be asked to give details about two items
you may have, like your:
• UK Passport
• Payslips or P60
• Self Assessment
• Tax credits and Voice ID
• Northern Ireland driving licence
You may also be able to answer questions about
your credit record.
We ask these questions to protect you against
malicious or fraudulent attempts to access the
service.

You now
have access

to Self
Assessment

HMRC Telephone
helpline:

0300 200 3310

Your Government
Gateway user ID is:

https://www.gov.uk/log-in-
register-hmrc-online-

services/register



Annual Allowance
HMRC tax return

38



Annual Allowance
HMRC tax return: pension tax charges

Increase in value of benefits in
tax year after allowing for any

available carry forward for the
three previous tax years in respect

of registered pension scheme

Completed if Scheme Pays
option exercised

Enter the amount of Annual
Allowance excess tax charge
paid or payable by the scheme
administrator, who you will have

told how much tax has been paid.
Where more than one pension

scheme has paid such a tax
charge, enter the total

£58,204

£23,281
Round down!

Round down!

If Scheme Pays is being
considered, enter the

Pension Scheme tax reference
number here

(00328030RD for SCPF)

39



Annual Allowances
Further considerations

40

Transfers

Temporary Pay rises



Annual Allowances
Temporary pay rises!

Temporary pay rise has triggered a tax
liability of £4,000 If using scheme pays
the reduction in pension for a 52 year

old would be £283 p.a.

Instead of pension increasing from
£21,500 p.a. to £27,500 p.a. if after

using Scheme pays it would
increase to £27,217 p.a.

However, if you don’t take benefits in
the next 3 tax years your final

pensionable salary will fall back to
the current pensionable salary

No benefit from the uplift in pre-2014
benefits but would stuck with the £283

p.a. Scheme pays debit!

41

If in doubt, seek financial advice



Annual Allowances
Further considerations

42

Transfers

Temporary Pay rises

When is inflation your friend?



Annual Allowance
Inflation is your friend - 2023/24 estimated pension input amount calculation

Pension benefits
at start of year:

pension:
£42,640 pa
lump sum:
£59,063

6 April 2023 5 April 2024

Pension benefits
at end of year:

pension:
£47,295 pa
lump sum:
£61,354

Start of year End of year

CPI 10.1%

NB: figures are rounded for ease of illustration

Pay rise % Pension Input Amount £
3.88% 1,900
10% 37,200
14% 60,300

PIA reduced due to higher inflation

Standard Annual Allowance is higher too
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Annual Allowances
Further considerations

44

Opportunity to benefit from tax
relief by paying into AVC or APC

Complexities of tax calculations
when breaching the tax bands
(step 3)

Impacted by the Tapered Annual
Allowance and carry forward
before 2020



Annual Allowance
AVC income tax opportunity – money in

£100 Total

You pay
in £60

£40 Tax
savings

£100 Total

You pay
in £40

£60 Tax
savings

£100 Total

You pay
in £55

£45 Tax
savings

£100,000 £125,140+£50,270

45%

60%

40%

Higher Rate Tax payer Loss of Personal Allowance by £1 for £2 of income

in excess of £100,000 until extinguished completely
Additional Rate Tax payer

20%

When you retire - 100% of AVC can be taken as part of your Tax free cash entitlement
This will save you having to give up some of your pension for additional Tax free cash using a commutation factor of 12:1

45



Annual Allowance
AVC income tax opportunity – money out

NB: figures are rounded for ease of illustration

Without AVC contribution With £60,000 AVC
contribution

Increase in gross
pension

Maximum tax free cash £268,275 £268,275

Pension £40,000 £45,000 £5,000

• Assuming the pension is subject to 40% income tax in retirement the net increase in pension is £4,000 per annum
• Net cost of making AVC = £36,000 (higher rate tax payer)
• Time period to live for the increase in net of tax pension to equal the net cost of making the AVC contribution to equal is 9 years ((£36,000 ÷ £4,000)
• Average life expectance for a female is age 88 (1 in 4 chance of attaining age 96) and for a male is age 86 (there is a 1 in 4 chance of attaining age 94) (source:

Office of National Statistics)

Without AVC contribution With £60,000 AVC
contribution

Standard tax free cash £124,275 £184,275

Pension £52,000 £52,000

£100 Total

You pay
in £60

£40 Tax
savings

46

If in doubt, seek financial advice to optimise your situation
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Lifetime
Allowance



Lifetime Allowance

48

Regime prior to 6 April 2023

48

2006

£1.5m

25% tax free cash - max
£268,275 in 2022/23

Pension (subject
to income tax)

25% standalone
Lifetime
Allowance charge
on excess

Pension (taxed)

2010

£1.8m

Total
HMRC

value of
retirement
benefits

2022

£1.0731m

LIFETIME ALLOWANCE (LTA)

Total pension savings were tested
against the Lifetime Allowance when

an individual  started to receive
pension benefits, calculated as:

Defined contribution savings
value at this time

Tax free cash lump sum amount taken
from defined benefit schemes

Defined benefit savings valued at this
time multiplied by a factor of 20

+

+

48

But March 2023 Summer Budget announced radical changes….



Lifetime Allowance

49

Regime from 6 April 2023

49

25% tax free cash - max
£268,275 in 2023/24

Pension (subject
to income tax)

Pension (subject to
income tax)

2023

£1.0731m

• Lifetime Allowance pension
tax charge was abolished from
6 April 2023

• Lifetime Allowance is set to be
abolished from
6 April 2024

• Tax-Free Cash sum on pension
commencement is frozen at
£268,275 unless you have a
protected LTA or protected cash Max tax free cash £268,275

in 2024/25

Pension (subject to
income tax)

2024

49

No upper limit on total  tax efficient pension savings an individual can have



Lifetime Allowance
Existing Lifetime Allowance Protection and tax free lump sums

Registration for IP16 is available online
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/pension-schemes-protect-your-lifetime-allowance

50

HMRC have confirmed that those with Lifetime Allowance Protection held prior to the Budget 2023
announcement on 15 March 2023 will be able to resume pension savings without the loss of
protection from 6 April 2023

Depending on the value of pension benefits built up, re commencing pension savings may/may not
increase your maximum tax free cash entitlement

If you register for fixed protection 2016 (FP16) after 15 March 2023 any pension savings made
post 6 April 2023 will invalidate FP16
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More
information
& next steps



Options and things to think about

52

If in doubt, seek financial advice

50:50 scheme –
opt back in?

Pay AA tax charges using
“Scheme Pays”

Retirement and the
McCloud judgement

AVC contributions to benefit today or build up
unused allowances for the future if inflation is higher

Consider appropriateness
of  LTA protections

AVC or Private pension contributions to reduce Threshold Income to below £200k to retain full Annual
Allowance in future or to reclaim the Personal Allowance for taxable earnings between £100k-£125k

Is there an optimal time or order
for taking these benefits?

Be mindful of temporary promotions/honorariums and impact on Final
Pensionable Salary and transferring pension benefits from previous employment



There may be future tax charges
but continue to enjoy the

benefits of the LGPS

Options and things to think about
Reminder of the benefits of being a member of the LGPS

53

Pension built up based on
service and salary

Spouses and dependant's
benefits

Security
of benefits

Benefits increase
in line with inflation

Employer contributes a
significant amount on your behalf

Ill-health
retirement benefit

Death in-service
benefit

Redundancy
benefits

Flexible
retirement benefits



Next steps
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Be aware of
the changes

Calculate potential
impact to you

Understand choices and
consider your best

outcome

Implement your decision
(e.g. protection application
or arranging Scheme Pays

for tax bill)

Review your
financial position

Understand

Calculate

Choose

Take action

Review often

..and your actions!



Help available
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Financial advice
– typically £2,500 - £3,500 + VAT

Annual Allowance
guidance

Website
www.gov.uk/tax-on-your-
private-pension/annual-
allowance
https://www.tax.service.gov.
uk/pension-annual-
allowance-calculator

Pension Tax
guidance

Annual allowance

Lifetime allowance

Scheme Pays

AVCs

An overview of the pension tax allowances and their impact on you
personally.

Financial analysis of the following
LGPS options based on financial
assumptions agreed with you:

• Full membership of the LGPS
• 50/50 section membership of the LGPS
• Opt out of the LGPS

What we consider to be the optimal option/s for you based on your personal
circumstances and objectives.

We can also consider the following within our analysis:
• How to deal with exceeding the AA in

2022/23
• Impact of McCloud
• Considerations for how to deal with LGPS

membership in 2023/24
• The optimal timing or order to take your

pension benefits

• The optimal way in which
you should take your
pension benefits i.e.
maximum tax free cash
or income

• Impact of paying into AVCs
• Exit settlement agreements

Contact: Neville.Khorshidchehr@mercer.com  | 07557031006



Help available
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1-2-1 guidance sessions 7th, 10th, 24th, 27th November via Teams/Zoom

To make most effective use of
the limited time we ask you to
complete the following:
• Short questionnaire

detailing your taxable
earnings

• Please also have to
hand your P60 and P11D
for 2022/23, 2021/22,
2020/21 and potentially
further back up to
2016/17 to the meeting

These sessions will be for
education purposes only and no formal advice
will be provided

Using your personal information, these sessions will typically
help:
• If you have exceeded the AA in 2022/23 and need

assistance working this out and declaring a tax liability
• If you are subject to the Tapered Annual Allowance
• Understand the Annual Allowance tax charge

payment options
• Highlight your estimated position and your options

for the remainder of 2023/24 and if you need
assistance to make AVC contributions up to your
available allowances

• If you qualify for tax free cash protection

Please book your slot contact
pensions@shropshire.gov.uk



The future
Could the rules change?
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General election due in 2024
or by Jan 2025 at the latest.

Potential for
changes to tax relief

on pension
contributions.

McCloud – GOOD NEWS!! Transitional Protection
arrangements when CARE scheme introduced
found to be age-discriminatory. Potential for tax
implications for some members on retirement.
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Labour are the
“bookies favourite” to win.

The Labour party had
pledged to reverse changes. 95k Exit Cap – Value of benefits available on

redundancy were capped in late 2020 but then
revoked in early 2021. Potential new cap could be
introduced which will have implications for members
and their retirement planning.
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Open
forum /
Q&A session

Feedback
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Please complete your feedback while we take questions



Important notices

• The views expressed in this presentation are those of the presenters.
• The information in this presentation is confidential and may not be disclosed in

whole or in part to any third party without Mercer’s prior written consent, unless
required by law or order of a court or regulatory body.

• The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not intended to
address the circumstances of any individual or entity.

• All factors used are the latest ones available to us from the LGPS. These are
regularly reviewed and may not apply when pension benefits are taken.

• The information provided is based on Mercer’s current understanding of current
UK pension tax provisions, as announced in the Spring Budget 2023 and
available from HMRC guidance at time of writing.

• No one should act on information without appropriate professional advice
after a thorough examination of their particular situation. The content of this
presentation does not constitute and is not a substitute for financial advice.

• For Mercer’s conflict of interest disclosures, contact your Mercer
representative or see www.mercer.com/conflictsofinterest.
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